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With the advent of technology scaling and the increased use of high performance multi-cores in
life-critical applications, reliability has become an increasingly pressing issue. High utilization can
cause localized thermal elevations (hotspots) which in turn, accelerates the aging of semiconductor
devices. As a result, ensuring reliable operation of the processors has become a challenging task.
A cost effective scheme for estimating on-chip temperature is crucial as it is needed for estimating the circuit reliability. In this work, we present a light-weight temperature estimation technique
that is based on monitoring hardware events. Unlike previously proposed hardware counter-based
approaches, our approach uses a linear-temporal-feedback estimator, taking into account the effect
of thermal inertia. In simulation experiments, the proposed approach shows an average absolute
error of less than 2.5  C with standard deviation of <2  C. Furthermore, if an on-chip temperature
sensor is available, our modified technique can better tolerate ambient temperature variability. We
then present a counter-based technique to estimate the Thermal Accelerated Aging Factor (TAAF),
which is an indicator of lifetime reliability. Our results demonstrate that the estimation accuracy is
adequate.

Keywords: Temperature Estimation, Reliability Estimation, Performance Counters, Localized
Hotspot.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lifetime reliability has become a significant concern for
system design because of the dramatic escalation in processor power densities over recent years. The occurrence
of on-chip hotspots accelerates circuit wear-out, resulting
in premature chip aging. It is therefore important to be
able to accurately estimate on-chip temperatures so that
steps can be taken to mitigate thermal damage. Ideally,
such an estimation technique should not require substantial hardware support and should be very lightweight to
employ, requiring no more than a handful (two or three)
multiplications and additions.
In this paper, we present a temperature estimation
technique that meets the aforementioned criteria. This
approach takes into account both current activity as well as
the residual temperature effects of prior activity. In order
to be lightweight, we have focused on a linear function of
temperature as a function of activity. Since the underlying phenomena driving temperature is a nonlinear function
of activity, we subdivide activity levels into regions and
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obtain a separate linear estimate for each region, thereby
obtaining a piecewise linear estimate. We also discuss how
the impact of uncertainty in ambient temperature can be
mitigated by augmenting our approach.
Collecting the thermal history of various parts of a chip
is important since thermal damage is cumulative. A chip
that has suffered considerable thermal stress in the past
is more vulnerable to the effects of heating than another
which has not. This can be quantified by the Thermal
Accelerated Aging Factor (TAAF) which is the ratio of
the effective (thermally accelerated) age of a circuit to its
chronological age. As the TAAF is exponentially increasing with temperature, means for controlling the on-chip
temperature are needed. Any procedure to mitigate thermal damage obviously relies on an accurate technique to
estimate the on-chip temperature.
Our approach can be outlined as follows. Modern processors have a small number of performance counters
which can monitor the activity of various functional units
in the processor. By using standard feature-selection techniques from artificial intelligence, we identify an appropriate set of events to monitor. The idea is to select a subset of
events that are highly correlated with the temperature but
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are relatively uncorrelated to each other. By this means,
we increase the effective information gleaned from a limited number of performance counters. Heat-flow models
are then used to obtain a regression formula linking the
previous temperature and counter values to the present
temperature.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present relevant technical background. Section 3 provides
a brief summary of prior work in thermal estimation,
including the use of performance counters. Section 4
describes our approach and Section 5 explains our experimental framework; this is followed by detailed illustrative
numerical results in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
The principal causes of processor failure (including negative bias temperature instability, time-dependent dielectric
breakdown, stress migration, electro-migration, and hot
carrier injection) occur at rates that exponentially increase
with temperature. This must be ameliorated by mechanisms such as clock and power gating, voltage and frequency scaling, or throttling of selected units.1 In order to
trigger such control mechanisms, we need a lightweight
and accurate temperature estimator. With run-time knowledge of temperature, a processor can adapt its operation to
improve lifetime reliability.
Several current processors incorporate a small number
of thermal sensors to monitor their temperature. Digital
Thermal Sensors (DTS) have been incorporated into several Intel and AMD CPU families, but software access
is restricted to only core temperature registers.2 Intel’s
Sandybridge and AMD’s Quad-Core Opteron incorporate 12 and 38 thermal sensors, respectively. This approach
does have several drawbacks:
(1) The area of the sensor has to be large to provide high
precision,
(2) Sensors measure the average temperature of the core
which could miss localized hotspots, and
(3) Determining the number of these sensors, their calibration and placement are complicated as hotspots move
over time.3
Due to these limitations of thermal sensors, we need an
augmented approach for thermal sensing. On-chip performance counters present an attractive alternative or supplement to thermal sensors.
Performance counters are already available in today’s
high-end microprocessors for debugging and performance
characterization. These counters are used to monitor certain events and activity levels like L1-cache hits/misses,
functional unit accesses and branch-mispredictions. The
number of events captured by the performance counters
varies across processor families and their implementation. There are limitations on how many events can be
simultaneously measured.3 For example, AMD Athlon64,
2
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Opteron, and Phenom processors provide four performance
counters to measure hardware events occurring during program execution. Intel’s SandyBridge has 3 fixed counters,
4 general-purpose counters and 4 RAPL energy counters.
The RAPL energy counters monitor maximum average
power. As a result, these counters may not be able to catch
the localized thermal elevation events pertaining to specific
block(s). Therefore, we have chosen performance counters
to estimate the temperature of the hottest blocks (since
thermal damage increases exponentially with temperature,
it is the hottest blocks that one is most concerned about).

3. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
As power densities have increased in recent years, ameliorating their thermal impact has received considerable attention from the research community. Below we summarize
some recent approaches to estimate power consumption
and temperature.
3.1. Monitoring Power Consumption
Various works have used performance counters for powermonitoring. In Ref. [4], Singh et al. developed a linear
model for power, on a per-unit basis. Their methodology uses a subset of performance counters, based on their
correlation with power consumption, and performs linear
regression using the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimator. Four different policies are suggested to take corrective
measures when the power envelope is breached.
In Ref. [5], Isci and Martonosi proposed an online
power estimation and synchronization model. Per-unit
power measurement was done by sampling performance
counters at fine-grained cycle granularity. In Ref. [6],
Rodrigues et al. have shown that three performance counters are sufficient to estimate the dynamic power consumption of processors with 95% accuracy. In Ref. [7],
Yang et al. proposed an application-specific design flow for
soft-error reliability optimization and energy-efficiency in
tandem. Although power-aware-techniques can gauge the
potential breach of the power budget/envelope, these techniques do not account for the thermal impact of increasing
localized hotspots which degrade the performance and life
span of a processor.
3.2. Thermal-Aware-Techniques
In Ref. [8] a detailed thermal model, HotSpot, is described
which represents the architectural blocks of a chip as an
equivalent network of thermal resistances and capacitances
with the power consumed by each functional unit being
modeled as a current source. The temperature difference
between two points is analogous to voltage and the resulting heat flow is analogous to current flow. Thermal capacitance measures the amount of heat energy required to
raise the temperature by one degree; thermal resistance
measures the amount of heat flow resulting from a unit
difference in temperature.
J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016
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Hotspot has three heat flow models. The lateral model
expresses the flow of heat between a sub-unit and its
neighbors. Two vertical models are provided to take into
account the vertical effluxion of heat to the heat spreader,
the heat sink and the on-chip interconnect and substrate.
3.2.1. Online-Thermal Modeling Using Sensors
Many researchers have assumed the existence of thermal
sensors for monitoring core temperature.9 In Ref. [11],
thermal samples are collected from on-board sensors, and
then temperature-abatement procedures are triggered when
appropriate.
In Ref. [12], Coskun et al. suggested a proactive temperature measurement technique using an Autoregressive
Moving Average (ARMA) technique. In this technique,
a temperature trace of the current workload is collected
from thermal sensors. This trace is sent to a run-time predictor so as to monitor the change in thermal characteristics due to the dynamic nature of the workload.
Validation of this model, which takes place at run-time,
incurs overhead since it requires computation of differential residuals. Moreover, thermal sensors come with a few
limitations: they may be too expensive and their placement
is not trivial as hotspots move around during execution.13
Although sensors have known limitations, the technique
in Ref. [11] can be used in synergy with our augmented
methodology to mitigate the impact of uncertainty in ambient temperature as discussed in Section 6.4.
3.2.2. Online-Thermal Modeling Using Hotspot
In Ref. [14], Bao et al. proposed an online thermal and
power estimation that employs Hotspot and uses an iterative process. This procedure assumes an initial temperature and converges to a temperature estimate. Lee and
Skadron augmented the Hotspot model to capture microarchitectural events using performance counters.13 They
employed the power model from Ref. [5] and integrated it
with Hotspot in real-time. They have used it to capture the
variation in the gradient of maximum temperature across
functional units.
Merkel and Bellosa suggested a hybrid approach using
task activity vectors; they sampled the utilization from
performance counters every millisecond and estimated
power;15 Hotspot was then used to estimate the temperature. However, as the Hotspot model requires solving
differential equations, it turned out to be an expensive
solution for temperature monitoring in practice.
3.2.3. Offline-Modeling [Using Micro-Architectural
Events/Performance Counters]
Reading temperature data from thermal sensors or incorporating Hotspot8 or TILTS16 at run-time seems to be
a plausible direction for thermal estimations but these
methods have the above mentioned drawbacks. Chung
and Skadron proposed a fine-grain localized temperature
J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016

estimation technique using on-chip events. They showed
that by sampling performance counters at fine granularity and then using regression analysis, the temperature
trace can be estimated.3 They employed similar metrics to
those in Ref. [5] and used Hotspot to estimate temperature. Lee et al. predicted the localized temperature of a target functional unit, using performance counters, and performed Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS),
with the help of a linear regression analysis.17
It is important to note two aspects of the aforementioned work. First, they used a two-step process to estimate
the reference temperature, i.e., first the power is estimated
from the performance counters and then the temperature
is estimated using Hotspot, which may incur some error
in the reference temperature itself. Second, their linear
expression contains a large offset, which may result in
overestimation when there is no activity.
In Ref. [3], the authors have noted that the past thermal
traces do not contribute towards estimating the patterns
of thermal fluctuations at run-time. More recently, Upton
and Hazelwood argued that linear regression is not a suitable choice for modeling full-core temperature based on
performance counters and instruction stream (i.e., instruction category).18 They also indicated that the inclusion of
temperature history tends to result in overweighting of
the past temperature, leading to an increase in estimation
error.
However, one key point to note is that, temperature
gradually changes from one program phase to the other.
In addition, although18 has shown that the average error
was significantly reduced, averaging out arithmetically can
be skewed by outliers, which may result in an inaccurate
estimation.
In contrast, our temperature estimation technique
depends on the previous thermal history that proved to
have a significant impact on the accuracy of the thermal estimation because temperature changes gradually due
to thermal inertia.a Including the thermal history also
results in a relatively small offset in the estimator, which
not only mitigates the overestimation during no-activity
phases, but also enables efficient reliability-aware design
and decisions.19

4. ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
Our methodology consists of the following steps:
(1) Given a constraint on the number of performance
counters, determine the most appropriate events to be
counted.
(2) Use regression together with heat-flow simulations to
obtain a temperature estimate of each unit as a linear
function of counter values and the previous temperature
estimate.
a
The thermal inertia in this context can be defined as rate at which the
temperature of chip approaches the ambient temperature if there is no
power input or a steady-state if there is a steady power inflow.
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(3) Use k-fold cross-validation to evaluate the accuracy
of this approach. If the accuracy needs to be improved,
divide the range of activity into multiple sub-ranges and
repeat Step 2 to obtain a linear function for each of the
sub-ranges. We now describe each of these steps in detail.
4.1. Correlation-Based Feature Subset Selection
Today’s processors have a limit on the number of activities
that can be simultaneously monitored with counters. We
must therefore carefully select those which, when monitored together, contribute the greatest amount of information towards temperature estimation. For this purpose,
we use the well-known correlation-based subset selection approach of Hall.20 A best-fit approach is used along
with backtracking to incrementally add counters which
are highly correlated with temperature and only lightly
correlated with each other (increasing the value of the
information derived from each by reducing information
redundancy).
Once the counters have been selected, the sampling frequency has to be determined. Too high a frequency will
result in frequent interruptions and an increased overhead;
too low a frequency will result in some transient temperature dips and peaks being missed. We can use thermal
capacitance and resistance information to guide us; the
product of these quantities gives us a thermal time constant, which is a measure of the thermal inertia of the chip.
The thermal time constant is typically between 5 milliseconds and 300 milliseconds (ms).21 As long as the sampling
frequency is greater than the inverse of the thermal time
constant, the update rate should be sufficient. We must,
of course, validate any such choice by means of thermal
simulation.
Testing is done using k-fold cross validation.22 In this
technique, the data are randomly split into k mutually
exclusive subsets (folds) of approximate equal size with
one of these serving as a training set. Correlation-based
feature subset selection is then performed based on this
information. Once obtained, we can then test the effectiveness of the subset selection on the remaining k −1 subsets.
This can be repeated k times, each time taking a different
one of the k subsets as the training set and the others as
the test sets.
4.2. Inertia-Based Linear Regression
We derive a formula to estimate the current temperature as
a linear function of counter values and the previous temperature estimate. In particular, for every unit u of the chip,
the estimated temperature in the n-th sampling instant is

u
u
n = i Ci n + Test
n − 1 + 

(1)
Test
 

i
Z
  
Y
X

where Ci n) is the value of the i-th counter at the n-th
sampling instant. In the equation above, the term X represents the impact of energy consumption in the just-expired
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time slice, Y is the impact of heat carried over from the
past, and Z is the impact of leakage and other effects. The
values of i ,  and  are obtained through standard linear
regression.
There are instances where estimation accuracy can be
enhanced by dividing the activity region into several subregions and deriving a separate linear formula for estimating
the temperature in each subregion. In particular, we have
in certain cases found it useful to divide into two subregions: high-activity and normal-activity, and to carry out
a separate regression for each of these subregions. This
forms the basis of our History-induced Dual Estimator.
Doing so does not greatly add to the runtime complexity
of making an estimate: selection of the appropriate estimation expression can be carried out rapidly and storing the
additional expression coefficients in a lookup table does
not take much memory. In practice, a workload-manager
can trigger thermal-abatement techniques at run-time by
probing (or, sampling) performance counters and employing the desired estimator.
4.3. History-induced Dual Estimator
As the name suggests History-induced Dual Estimator
(HiDE) is a technique wherein we switch from one expression to other at run-time, based on the current activity
of the unit. We have chosen Integer Register Access Per
Cycle (IRA) and Number Of Floating-Point Instructions
Per Cycle (NFP) as the base activity (bact ) for determining
the threshold at which estimators will switch for Integer
unit-variants and Floating point unit-variants, respectively.
The two expressions will be generated offline and will be
based on low and high base activity of the unit, yielding
a High Activity Estimator (ha_est) and a Low Activity
Estimator (la_est), as shown below.
(2)
where the first expression corresponds to la_est, the second to ha_est and  represents the switching threshold.
Also, the subset of performance counters for la_est may
be different from that for ha_est. The choice of  for
these expressions is crucial because if this threshold is
not chosen properly, estimators will be generated from a
skewed thermal distribution and may result in an inaccurate estimation. Moreover, this threshold needs to be
determined for each unit under consideration because of
different base activity, (bact ), taken into account. Since this
is done offline and only once, it has no implication on the
runtime overhead.

5. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we describe our simulation framework:
see Figure 1. The system behavior at cycle-level is simulated using gem523 and the sampling of the performance
counters is done at a granularity of 20 million cycles
(10 ms) for AMD Athlon 64 at 65 nm24 and the Alpha
J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016
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Simulation framework.

21264 processor core at 90 nm technology node, operating at 2 GHz. Table I shows the benchmarks that we
used as representative subsets from the MiBench25 and
SPEC Benchmark suites.26 MiBench consists of embedded system applications while SPEC contains generalpurpose computing applications. The selected benchmarks
(see Table I) were chosen not only based on instructions
types (e.g., integer-intensive and floating-point intensive)
but also on the basis of thermal characteristics (e.g., slow
and fast changing and gradually increasing thermal fluctuations). We have tested our estimator on individual suites
and mixed suites, along with different training and testing sets. To model periodic tasks, we have employed these
benchmarks with repetition; each of these benchmarks
were executed for 4 billion cycles, after fast-forwarding
past 1 billion cycles.
In order to focus on a representative set of events which
significantly correlate with thermal variations, we have
examined twenty four performance counters which are as
follows.
• Instructions/Micro-Operations Per Cycle IPC: IPC
can be important to monitor because the number of
instructions per cycle has a direct correlation with temperature due to the unit’s activity. In case of AMD Athlon, we
focused on micro-ops per cycle instead of on X86 complex
instructions.
• Functional Unit Access FUA: The accesses to a
particular unit plays an important role in projecting
the thermal fluctuations in that unit. We explored the
Table I. Selected benchmarks.
Suite

Benchmarks

MiBench

Adpcm, basicmath, bitcount, blowfish (encode and
decode), crc, dijkstra, fft, fft-inverse, gsm (encode and
decode), jpeg (encode and decode), lame, patricia,
qsort, rijndael-decode, sha, susan, typeset

SPEC2006

Astar, bwaves, bzip2, calculix, dealII, gcc, h264ref,
hmmer, mcf, namd, soplex, wrf

SPEC2000

Ammp, applu, art, equake, mesa, mgrid

J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016

following performance counters related to FUA: IntRegAccess (IRA), FPRegAccess (FPRA), IntMapAccess
(IMA), FPMapAccess (FPMA), IntQAccess (IQA), IntExecAccess (IEA), FPUnitAccess (FPUA), BPredAccess
(BPUA), IssueRate.
• Dispatch Stalls D_Stalls: Here, dispatch stalls include
stalls due to re-order buffer (ROB), load store queues
(LSQ), reservation stations (RS), register map and register alias table (RAT). This counter has negative correlation
with temperature, because while experiencing dependencies, activity in a unit decreases, thereby resulting in a
gradual fall in temperature.
• Hits/Miss Counters: The following counters can be
grouped under this category: L2Misses (L2m), L1Hits
(L1h), L1Misses (L1m), L2Hits (L2h). These counters also
have a significant impact on power consumption. Hence,
we have considered these as secondary counters while estimating thermal fluctuations.
• Fetch and Speculative Counters: Many instructions are
speculatively executed in the pipeline and may need to be
flushed due to execution on a false (mispredicted) path.
Therefore, execution of these instructions and pipeline
flushing plays a significant role in thermal estimation.
The counters explored under this category are: Number of Floating Point Instructions (NFP), Number of
Fetched Instructions (Fetch_Insts), Branch Correctly Predicted (BCP), Branch Mis-predictions (BMP), Load-Store
Instructions (LSInsts) and Branch Instructions (BrInsts).
The Correlation-Based Subset Selection (CfsSubsetEval)
method,20 as described in Section 4, was then applied to
select a limited subset of performance counters for thermal
estimation.
Floating-point units such as Floating-Point Queue
(FPQ), Floating-Point Map (FPMap) and Floating-Point
Register (FPReg) can be grouped together, since they show
very similar thermal behavior, and hence the behavior of
these units can be estimated with the same performance
counters. Therefore, we have merged FPQ, FPMap and
FPReg unit into one single unit, thus obtaining a simplified
floorplan of Alpha 21264 as shown in Figure 2(b). While
generating the simplified floorplan, using Hotfloorplan,8
we aggregated the power of those units which were merged
to FPReg unit in the new floorplan.
We then integrated gem5 with a power modeling tool,
McPAT;27 both dynamic (switching) and static (leakage)
power are accounted for by this tool. McPAT allows
one to get the area specifications of individual functional
units, which is helpful in thermal modeling. Power traces
for each unit (from McPAT) drive the thermal model of
HotSpot.8
In our experiments we have considered temperature
from Hotspot as the reference temperature. Table II
summarizes the modified configuration parametersb for
b

We set the Hotspot’s28 parameters to fit the thermal characteristics of
single core die.
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(b) Simplified Alpha Floorplan

Fig. 2. AMD Athlon64 (65 nm) and alpha 21264 Core (90 nm) floorplans.
Table II.

HotSpot configuration parameters.

HotSpot parameter
Chip thickness
Core area
Convection capacitance
Convection resistance
Heat sink side
Heat spreader side
Substrate side
Ambient temperature

Value
0.15 mm
241.883 mm2
140.4 J K−1
0.7 K W−1
0.0526 m
0.026 m
0.02 m
45  C

HotSpot. The temperature model requires specification
of the processor floorplan; we extracted the area specifications from McPAT and used Hotfloorplan8 c for this
purpose. Once we generate the full thermal trace, we
use a software tool, Weka,29 which has a time-series
framework30 for generating thermal estimators, based on
linear regression.
Note that the accuracy of the Hotspot model has been
extensively validated using power-thermal maps;8 it can
therefore be used with confidence as representing the
actual temperature.
5.1. Time-Series Forecasting Model
Weka provides a Time Series Forecasting Configuration
in which, a time-dependent series of observable variables
(in our case, estimated temperature trace history and onchip events) can lead to the development of an estimation
expression using regression. We have chosen linear regression as the base learner for the estimation technique.
Weka’s time series framework follows a machine learning approach to model a time-series. It encodes input activity data with time dependency via additional input fields,
representing, in our case, historical thermal fluctuations.
This process is called flattening.
c

HotFloorplan is a microarchitecture level thermal-aware floorplanning
tool which makes use of simulated annealing for slicing floorplans.

6

Once we have flattened our observable input variables,
i.e., performance counters and temperature history, we can
apply Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) with the M5
Descriptor selection method, with the objective of minimizing the sum of squared residuals. The M5 Descriptor
selection method is a process by which the features (performance counters, in our case) with the smallest regression coefficients are stepwise removed from the model
until no reduction is observed in the average estimation
error as given by Akaike Information Criteria (AIC).30 The
AIC not only rewards goodness of fit, but also includes a
penalty that is an increasing function of the number of estimated parameters. This penalty discourages over-fitting.
After applying MLR with the M5 Descriptor selection
method, an estimation expression is generated as explained
in Section 4. Clearly, the full trace of activity is not available to an actual system during runtime. Instead, we have
to select the parameters (i.e., weights in Eq. (1)) based on
an offline study of a training set. Note that in an embedded
system, the task set is known in advance (even if the rate
of invocation of individual tasks may vary and the actual
input data values are not known in advance).

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have evaluated our approach on three different benchmark subsets, MiBench, SPECd and a mix of both
MiBench and SPEC suites. Since the input data are not
known in advance, we have trained our technique on one
input set and tested it on an entirely different input set.
While presenting our experimental results we will also
address the following issues. First, what is an appropriate
selection of the sampling rate of the counter values? Any
approach that requires an excessively high sampling rate
for accurate estimation will impose a noticeable overhead.
d

SPEC encompasses both the SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 benchmark
suites.

J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016
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Sampling window: sampling at rates of 10 ms and 50 ms.
Fig. 4. Temperature error variation for dual and single estimators in
Table III.

Second, how much improvement in accuracy can we get
by dividing the activity region into subregions and having a separate expression for each? Third, how does our
approach compare with prior work? Fourth, what is the
impact of uncertainty in the ambient temperature? Fifth, if
we have a temperature sensor in addition to counter values,
what impact does this have on the temperature estimation
accuracy? Sixth, how beneficial is it to estimate TAAF
(which is a proxy for lifetime reliability) directly using
performance counters?

6.2. Integer Unit(s) Temperature Estimation
The integer scheduler and integer register file are usually
some of the hottest units in the core,24 31 resulting in a
hotspot of up to 92.4  C, unless dynamic thermal management (DTM) is employed. We therefore, focus on these
units for our illustration here; tracking of the other units
follows the same approach.
We used the technique described earlier to construct
estimators for the set of workloads listed in Table III. The
level of activity was measured by counting the IssueRate
per cycle for the Integer Scheduler unit and the number
of Integer Register Accesses (IRA) per cycle in case of
the IntReg unit. Our experiments have shown that these
selected performance counters exhibiting a higher than
0.97 correlation with temperature, do not vary greatly
across technologies and architectures.
Two approaches are compared. In the first, a single
regression expression is derived for the entire range of
activity. In the second, a threshold,  (IRA), is defined and
two expressions are derived, one for below-threshold and
the other for above-threshold activity. Two candidates for
threshold were considered: the mean and median of the
observed IRA.
Figure 4 compares the single- and dual-estimator (i.e.,
HiDE) approaches that use the expressions shown in
Table III. The dual estimator, on an average, provides
1.2  C better estimation accuracy than the corresponding
single estimator.

6.1. Selection of Sampling Rate
Experiments were carried out to determine the appropriate
performance counter sampling frequency. Figure 3 shows
the impact of the sampling window on the thermal characteristics of a set of benchmarks from Mibench and SPEC
suites viz. bitcount, namd, soplex, calculix and bwaves.
We found that sampling periods of less than 10 ms
(equivalent to 20 Mcycles) produced near-identical results;
beyond that, however, loss of fidelity was evident; for
example, Figure 3 compares 20 MCycle and 100 MCycle (or, 50 ms) periods. It is evident from Figure 3 that
at 50 ms sampling intervals, we are missing several high
temperature peaks.
This is also justified by our processor thermal time constant which is 20 ms. Based on such data, we selected a
sampling window of 20 million cycles, which is equivalent to a sampling interval of 10 ms on a 2 GHz processor.
Such an interval provides a natural opportunity for software to read on-chip events as it is within the range of
sampling granularity of commercial operating systems.3

Table III. [Alpha21264 Core] MiBench workloads and estimation expressions when different inputs sets were considered.
Dual estimator ( = Median = 2.1)
Workloads
bitcount, susan, jpeg-decode,
lame, patricia, dijkstra,
rijndael-encode, sha,
adpcm, crc, fft, fft-inverse,
gsm-encode

Below median
IntReg
est

T

n = 356 ∗ IRA + 018
IntReg
∗ Test n − 1 + 4865

J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016

Above median
IntReg
est

T

n = 270 ∗ IRA + 046
IntReg
∗ Test n − 1 + 3275

Single estimator
IntReg
est

T

n = 355 ∗ IRA + 020
IntReg
∗ Test n − 1 + 5092
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Table IV. [AMD Athlon64 Core] comparative study (SPEC Suite): Estimation expression for the temperature of the IntReg unit for a given
training and testing set.
Dual estimator ( = 13)
Below median
IntReg
est

T

Above median
IntReg
est

n

T

= 313 ∗ IRA + 054
IntReg
∗Test
n − 1
+ 2431
Fig. 5. Threshold selection for the dual estimator in Table III.

As it is insensitive to the value of large outliers, the
median is likely to be a better choice of threshold than the
mean when using a dual estimator; this intuition is validated by the results shown in Figure 5. We also tested our
approach using distinct sets for training (i.e., obtaining the
estimator expression) and testing (calculating the estimation error). This allows us to check how transferable the
estimator is, from one set of tasks to another.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of error for the worstcase testing set, illustrating the low error swing in the high
temperature zone for MiBench and SPEC06 Suites. As evident, when used on an entirely different workload set, the
estimator exhibits acceptably small absolute errors, mostly
below 2.5  C. Note that since thermal damage tends to
increase exponentially with temperature, estimation accuracy is more important at high temperatures.
6.2.1. Comparison with Previous (Baseline) Approach
Similar experiments were carried out on the SPEC benchmark suite. Using these benchmarks we can compare the
quality of our estimator against that developed in Ref. [3].
Table IV compares the dual estimator for our approach (for
high and low activity) to the estimator derived using the
approach in Ref. [3]. The latter resulted in error range of
[−9.19  C, +10.95  C] for the bzip benchmark. By comparison, our approach has an error swing of [−1.52  C,
+2.59  C].
Our experimental results have shown that the effective average error swing, in the high temperature zone,

n

= 300 ∗ IRA + 034
∗TestIntReg n − 1
+ 3506

Baseline-estimator
based on
Ref. [3]
IntReg

Test

n

= 705 ∗ IRA
+ 5667

is between −2  C to +2  C and between −4.5  C to
+2.5  C in the moderate temperature zone. Note that at
the beginning, the estimate starts with a large error of up
to −16  C but this error comes down in about 20 samples.
The rationale behind this behavior is that, when applying
linear regression the assumed initial condition is inaccurate but because of geometric progression of the estimator, the error phases out. Figure 7 shows how the initial
error phases out and dynamic temperature changes being
captured.
Figure 8 shows the overall error swing and average
absolute estimation error across the Integer Register and
Integer Scheduler units for the AMD Athlon. The overall
effective error range across different training and testing
sets is between −3.5  C to +4.5  C. Note also that our
estimate of the peak temperature has an underestimate of
about +2  C at a peak (average) temperature of 84  C.
Thus far, all the expressions have been linear. We have
also experimented using non-linear expressions; however,
the estimation error turned out to be much worse, approximately −15  C. Also, we tested out the non-linear time
series technique using Artificial Neural Networks32 but this
provided no improvement over the linear technique.
6.3. Floating-Point Unit Temperature Estimation
Another potential unit(s) which may need thermal monitoring is the Floating-Point Scheduler and Floating-Point
Register (FPReg) units, where thermal variation can be up
to 125  C, if no thermal management is applied.31 Similar
to the IntReg unit, we have chosen a set of representative

(a) MiBench Suite

(b) SPEC06 Suite

Fig. 6. Testing-set error distribution in the high temperature region (>75  C).
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Fig. 7. Capturing of dynamic temperature changes by our estimation
methodology for IntReg unit in AMD-Athlon processor.

benchmarks for the estimation (training and testing) of the
temperature of the FPReg unit. The benchmarks chosen
are: bwaves, milc, namd, dealII, soplex, calculix, mgrid,
applu, mesa, art, equake and ammp. Here, we have used
the Number of Floating-Point Instructions per cycle (NFP)
as the representative performance counter for determining
the threshold () for switching between estimators. However, unlike IntReg, here, the dual estimator provided only
a small improvement over the single estimator and hence,
we decided to follow the single estimator approach for the
thermal estimation of FPReg. The thermal estimator for
FPReg Unit is as follows.
FPReg

Test

n = 171 ∗ NFP + 1261 ∗ BMP
FPReg

+ 092 ∗ Test

n − 1 + 458

(3)

Similar experiments were carried out with respect to
FPScheduler and the derived estimator for the MiBench
Suite is:
FPSched
n = 015 ∗ IssueRate + 066
Test
FPSched
∗ Test
n − 1 + 2108

(4)

Figure 9 shows the overall error variation across different floating-point units. The error swing is in the range
[−2.8  C, +2  C], demonstrating the robustness of our
approach.

Fig. 8. Overall error statistics across different training-testing sets for
the hottest integer units.

J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016

Fig. 9. Overall error variation across the floating-point units for AMD
Athlon.

6.4. Impact of Uncertainty in Ambient Temperature
The estimation accuracy which we have reported above
was obtained assuming the ambient temperature was
known. However, in practice the ambient temperature may
be different from the one on the basis of which the estimator was generated.
Figure 10 shows a linear increase in the offset term
of the FPReg temperature estimator with respect to the
assumed ambient temperature. The impact of variability in
the ambient temperature is evident from Figure 11, which
shows a large underestimation (in the FPReg temperature)
of −20  C, when mixed workloads are used. Therefore, in
order to mitigate this issue, we have considered a design
that includes an on-chip temperature sensor. Such a sensor will clearly reduce the impact of the variability in the
assumed ambient temperature. However, on-line sensors
have their own inaccuracies and the question is whether
the use of performance counters can yield a robust estimator that can tolerate the ambient temperature variability.
6.4.1. Impact of an On-Chip Sensor
Table V shows INTScheduler temperature estimators (for
SPEC06 Suites) when an on-chip thermal sensor has been
integrated into the chip. The estimator is generated by
combining thermal traces over a range of ambient temperatures, 20  C to 60  C, with an interval of 10  C. In addition,
we have introduced an inaccuracy of [−4  C, +4  C] in

Fig. 10. MiBench suites: the offset (in the FPReg estimated temperature) as a function of the assumed ambient temperature.
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Fig. 11. Effect of uncertainty in ambient temperature: FPReg temperature estimation error when the estimator was trained for an assumed
ambient temperature of 45  C and tested on ambient temperatures of
20  C and 60  C.

the thermal sensor33 reading, so as to simulate a practical
scenario. The injected inaccuracy is linear which is based
on the 2-point calibration method discussed in Ref. [34]
and the sensor reading is obtained as per the following
equation.
Sensor_Response = 0837 ∗ Actual_Temperature+ 1134
(5)
Figure 12 shows the variation in the INTScheduler
temperature estimation error for one testing set. As evident, our approach performs fairly well over thermal sensors; thereby having better accuracy in estimation by
almost +1  C. The overall estimation error across different training-testing sets for the selected range of ambient temperatures is within the tolerable range of [−3  C,
+4.59  C].
Table VI shows the performance counter(s) chosen by
the machine learning approach for potential hottest functional unit(s). Our experiments have shown that, while
training the estimator, we need to train on the entire range
of ambient temperatures and not just the outliers, otherwise the estimator may not be able to adequately tolerate
the ambient temperature variability.
Having such an enhanced and effective temperature estimation scheme, it is worth evaluating the impact of our
approach on the estimation of lifetime reliability. The following section demonstrates the efficacy of our approach
on TAAF, a proxy for lifetime reliability, by deriving the
similar methodology as explained in Section 4.

Chhablani et al.

Fig. 12. SPEC suites: IntScheduler unit (AMD Athlon) temperature
error variation for one of the testing sets, when the estimator was trained
on a range of ambient temperatures (20  C–60  C) and tested on an
ambient of 50  C.

6.5. Thermal Accelerated Aging (TAAF)/Lifetime
Reliability Estimation
In the past few years, instead of treating reliability
improvement as an indirect benefit of thermal management, researchers have started to consider the reliability of VLSI circuit as an optimization objective.
In Refs. [7, 19, 35] the authors have focused on reliabilityaware-design and presented reliability-aware dynamic
scheduling techniques and models. These previous works
have suggested a potential for large energy savings and
meaningful improvements in reliability. The basis of these
techniques is the correct estimation of the failure rate, that
is, the frequency at which a processor or its component
fails. We use thermal accelerated aging (TAAF) as a proxy
for estimating the impact on reliability. TAAF is defined
for electromigration phenomenon as:10
MTTF (amb)
= exp Ea /  ∗ 1/Tamb − 1/T n
MTTF (n)
(6)
where, MTTF(amb) is the Mean-Time-To-Failure at the
ambient temperature, MTTF(n) is the Mean-Time-ToFailure corresponding to the estimated temperature at an
instance n, Ea is activation energy, is the Boltzmann constant, Tamb is the ambient temperature in Kelvin, and T n
is the temperature at instance n in Kelvin. For copper,
Ea = 09 eV.

TAAF =

Table V. [AMD Athlon64 core] estimators for the intscheduler unit
based on issuerate and the normalised on-chip sensor reading for the
intscheduler, SR_SCHD.

Table VI. The performance counters chosen by machine-learning
approach for different functional units.

Sensor type

INTScheduler

On-chip
sensor

10

Low activity estimator

High activity estimator

TestIntSched n
TestIntSched n
= 012 ∗ IssueRate + 177
= 020 ∗ IssueRate + 280
∗ SR_SCHD + 098
∗ SR_SCHD + 097
∗ TestIntSched n − 1 − 018
∗ TestIntSched n − 1 + 001

IssueRate

INTReg file
Integer
register
accesses
(IRA)

FPScheduler

FPUnit

IssueRate

Number of floating point
instructions (NFP) and
number of branch
mispredicts (BMP)
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(b) Indirect TAAF Estimator

(b) Direct TAAF Estimator

Fig. 13. [SPEC suites-AMD Athlon] TAAF estimator using (a) estimated temperature (b) direct TAAF monitoring using performance counters and
accrued thermal stress.

The estimation of reliability at run-time is necessary
for reliability aware scheduling and architecture design.
Using Eq. (6) we monitor the TAAF, by back-tracking
from the estimated temperature, as shown in Section 6.2.
Figure 13(a) shows the estimation error in TAAF. As evident, the estimation error is in the range of [−4, +4].
We also made an attempt to estimate TAAF directly
using performance counters. We followed the same
methodology as explained in Section 4, replacing T n)
with TAAF(n).
TAAFn = 022 ∗ IssueRate + 097
∗ TAAFn − 1 + 005

(7)

Equation (7) shows the TAAF estimator which takes
into account the impact of the past thermal stress, i.e.,
TAAF(n − 1). We assumed the initial condition TAAF1 =
1, i.e., the state of no thermal acceleration. Figure 13(b)
shows that the estimation error in TAAF is within the range
[−2 +5].
Although estimating TAAF directly from performance
counters is fast (Eq. (7)) but, it is somewhat more
conservative compared to the indirect approach (i.e.,
back-tracking from estimated temperature). There is an
overestimation associated with direct estimation, indicating faster thermal acceleration, which may force one to
take conservative reliability-aware decisions. Still, both the
indirect and direct estimations have an acceptable error
level and selecting between them will depend on the
system design needs. We also tried to incorporate sensor

reading into the TAAF estimation for the Integer Scheduler unit. But, there was no significant improvement in
estimation accuracy by including sensor reading.
We did similar experiments for the IntReg and FPReg
units. Table VII shows TAAF estimators which were generated using the same methodology as used before for
temperature estimation. Figure 14 shows the overall error
swing, mean absolute error and standard deviation for the
worst case testing set across two different floorplans, for
the IntReg and FPReg units. As evident, the overall error is
within a tolerable range of [−3.2, +5.2], with an average
absolute error of +3. A better understanding of this TAAF
error can be gained by looking into Figure 15, where actual
instantaneous variation of TAAF is compared with estimated TAAF for one of the testing set.
This same notion can be extended to the FPScheduler
unit, which becomes the hottest unit in case of floatingpoint intensive workloads. We also tried non-linear estimators but those estimators did not provide improvement
over the linear (feedback) technique.

Table VII. [SPEC suites] TAAF estimators for the IntReg and FPReg
unit for the AMD-Athlon core.
IntReg estimator

FPReg estimator

IntReg
est

TAAFFPReg
n
est
= 0636 ∗ NFP + 0832
∗TAAFn − 1 + 0627

TAAF
n
= 01976 ∗ IRA + 077
∗TAAFn − 1 + 0947

J. Low Power Electron. 12, 1–13, 2016

Fig. 14. Overall error variation in direct estimation of TAAF across
alpha and AMD-Athlon processors for the IntReg and FPReg units.
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8.

9.

10.
11.
Fig. 15. Variation in actual TAAF, directly estimated TAAF and its estimation error over time for one of the testing set in the IntReg unit of
AMD-Athlon processor.
12.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an effective online temperature estimation technique using temperature history and
performance counters. Our results show that the thermal
history has a significant impact on reducing the offset term
of the thermal estimator, preventing over/under estimation. We have also presented a dual estimator scheme that
enhances the temperature estimation accuracy. Our technique is lightweight, requiring two or three multiplications
and two additions.
In addition, we have discussed an approach to combine
performance counters monitoring with on-chip sensor(s)
to tolerate variability in ambient temperature. When properly selected and sampled at the appropriate rate, performance counters can form the basis of an efficient mechanism for accurately guiding thermal and reliability control
algorithms in processors.
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